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Wonderful
by Gay Wegerif
Éditions MeMo

Gay Wegerif paints very simple but suggestive shapes in
order to celebrate uniqueness. She creates a hide-and-seek
game in which animals happily melt in and come out of the
background. Young readers will enjoy this optimistic and
playful atmosphere.
Hardcover picture book
17 x 22 cm - 32 pages
Rights sold: Italian, Korean, Simplified Chinese

Bedtime!

by Charly Delwart and Marguerite Courtieu
Marcel et Joachim

The world's most effective book for putting
children (and their parents) to sleep!
The layout of the book is slowy closing
down onto the blank of the pages as we
read through, until the child is sleeping and
the book can be closed.
Hardcover picture book
22.2 x 18 cm - 44 pages
Rights sold: Italian

Little Fisherman, Big Appetite
by Suzy Vergez

Rue du monde
A little fisherman living on an island used to
catch one fish for the whole family to share, but
as time passed his appetite got bigger… So he
made larger and larger nets to bring in a bigger
catch: the seabed was becoming a desert!
The little fisherman has to leave his island. On
the way he meets a fishing community who
treat the sea with infinite care, tending it like
their garden.
A refreshing reminder that the sea isn’t an
endless source of food!
Hardcover picture book
19 x 27 cm - 48 pages
Rights sold: Farsi, Korean

One Night At The Insect’Hotel
by Claire Schvartz

Éditions Les Fourmis Rouges
A stormy night, a roaming creature, insects strangely
disappearing… Adventures, thrills, love and humour are
happening at the Insect’Hotel!
This picture book borrows the codes of the detective novel. An
adventure book, full of twists and turns and suspense!

Hardcover picture book
24 x 32 cm - 48 pages
Rights sold: Italian, Korean, Simplified Chinese

Animascope

by Marie Donzelli and illustrated by Marie Gastaut
Éditions Courtes et Longues
Animascope combines visually arresting graphic images
inspired by optical art with a host of fun facts about the
creatures they depict.
With its simple, clear structure, extraordinary
illustrations, wealth of factual information and playful
tone, this book appeals to a wide variety of audiences
and readers of different ages.
Non-fiction hardcover picture book
24 x 27 cm - 48 pages

2020-2021 Rights Bestsellers

The Stinky Tribe

Hurry Hurry Hurry!

A Mum It’s Like A House

by Elise Gravel and Magali Le Huche

by Clotilde Perrin
Rue du monde

by Aurore Petit

Éditions Les Fourmis Rouges

Rights sold: Catalan, Complex Chinese, Dutch, Greek,
Italian, Korean, Simplified Chinese, Spanish (Spain)

Rights sold: Catalan, Dutch, German, Italian, Korean,
Spanish (World)

Rights sold: Basque, Catalan, Dutch, English (World),
Galician, Greek, Italian, Korean, Portuguese, Romanian,
Spanish (World).

Have you heard of the stinky tribe?
They’re a little gang of dirty children who
live with their animal friends in huts made
of sticks. If there’s one person who
loathes the forest children, it’s Yvonne
Carré! She’s determined to clean them up
and she’d have succeeded, too, if a
certain tiny little girl hadn’t stepped in.
Nonstop fun, ecology and freedom thanks
to Élise and Magali!

This is a story that travels at 1000 miles
an hour… until everything changes!
This clever little book invites us to
appreciate life’s simple pleasures, those
tiny everyday moments that are so
precious, and to have the courage to
slow down!

Éditions Les Fourmis Rouges

Hardcover picture book
24 x 32 cm - 32 pages

Hardcover picture book
30.5 x 21 cm - 64 pages

A mother is like a nest, a mother is like a
vehicle, a mother is like a fountain… Like a
nursery rhyme, these short sentences
accompany every step of a baby’s daily life.
As the child grows, the distance between
him and his mother grows. Until the last
picture of the child’s first steps. Because a
mother is like a home that you carry inside
you forever.

Hardcover picture book
17 x 21 cm - 48 pages.

2020-2021 Rights Bestsellers

Roving Plants

I Have the Right to Save my Planet

by Émilie Vast

by Alain Serres and illustrated by Aurélia Fronty

Rights sold: Czech, English (World), German, Japanese,
Simplified Chinese, Spanish (South and North America)

Rights sold: Basque, Catalan, Dutch, English (World),
Galician, Greek, Italian, Korean, Portuguese, Romanian,
Spanish (World).

Éditions MeMo

Rue du monde

Have you ever looked into us, who are
supposedly still? Who? Plants, of
course! We are much more
adventurous than you might know.
Come on, we’ll show you!

I have the right to be a child who’s curious about the
world, who loves plants and trees, cares about animals,
is concerned about equality of access to water and is
appalled at the presence of plastic in the oceans! I have
the right to dream of a beautiful future for this
wonderful little blue planet where I was born.

Hardcover picture book
30.5 x 21 cm - 64 pages

Hardcover picture book
26 x 26 cm - 48 pages.

The Agency's Favourites

The Plump Series - The Fastest!
by Anne Crahay
Okidokid

Doggy Dog and his Kitty Cat
by Mélanie Rutten
Éditions MeMo

Who is the tallest? The fastest? The
sweetest? And the prickliest?
Not the one you expected, that’s for sure!
Anne Crahay’s latest series for toddlers has
very thick pages and round corners.
Plump and sweet!

This morning Kitty Cat can’t put his second sock on.
He puts it at the tip of a stick and starts drawing circles
before Doggy Dog says “Let’s go for a walk!”.
At first Kitty Cat doesn’t want to go but the more they
walk into the natural landscapes, the more Doggy Dog
and Kitty Cat enjoy themselves. The big dog and the
little cat play in a puddle with their sticks, they roll in
the clearing… After all walking together turns out to be
a wonderful bonding adventure.

Board books with round corners
4 titles available
10 x 10 cm - 6 spreads

Hardcover picture book
21x 28 cm - 42 pages
Rights sold: Korean

The Agency's Favourites

Crazy Holidays

Momoko, A Japanese Childhood

by Mathilde Poncet

by Kotimi

Éditions Les Fourmis Rouges

Alice sends a letter to her grandmother from
her holiday camp telling about the activities she
has done, the children she has met and the
landscapes she has seen. The text tells nothing
peculiar. However, the illustrations do
otherwise: Alice’s friends are supernatural
creatures, as well as the inhabitants or the
landscapes of the region. In the final spread, the
grandmother replies to her granddaughter… and
the reader enjoys the surprise!
Hardcover picture book
21 x 32 cm - 40 pages
Rights sold: Korean

Rue du monde

Kotimi is Japanese. She spent her childhood in
Tokyo in the 1970s. Japan is to be discovered
neither by history nor by geography, but through
the funny and true little stories drawn from her
childhood in a modest family. Everything here is
far from clichés.
Young readers discover another culture, another
childhood, and the happiness of a big book that
takes us far away from our small habits.

Hardcover picture book
Eight stories
19 x 24.5 cm - 168 pages

The Agency's Favourites

Jumper

Ahead

by Claire Lebourg

by Loren Capelli

Éditions MeMo

Éditions Courtes et Longues

It is early summer and Jumper has lost his master at
the train station. Now Francis has gone missing.
Jumper sets off on a tracking mission and follows the
rails all the way to a little station in the suburbs. He is
there picked up by Groucho who takes him to a
derelict train which serves as a shelter for abandoned
dogs. But Jumper refuses to admit that has been
abandoned; it was his fault if he got separated from
his master…

Loren Capelli exquisitely renders this coming-ofage tale in which a young girl steps into a forest
and abandons familiar surroundings to venture
into a fascinating, disturbing realm.
Ahead! tells the story of a personal journey, one in
which the heroine begins to leave her childhood
behind and metamorphose into a young adult.

Hardcover illustrated novel
First reading
15.2 x 22.2 cm - 88 pages

Hardcover picture book
20 x 27.5 cm - 120 pages

Rights sold: Polish, Russian
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